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CLIENT PROFILE

Strike are a ten pin bowling success story. In a matter of years, they’ve grown to represent 
an 11-site estate across their native Australia, with further venues in the pipeline. Stephen 
Hammond, Strike’s IT Systems and Reporting Manager, explains this rapid growth: “Strike is 
constantly shifting and moving with the times, so we are always relevant and appealing to 
our primary target market of 18-30 year olds.” While bowling remains Strike’s core product, 
the company has done a great job of maintaining their relevance by introducing other 
entertainment around it. Today, Strike’s centres offer karaoke rooms, pool tables, interactive 
games, laser tag and, most recently, electronic darts for a truly diverse entertainment mix.

THE CHALLENGE

Strike introduced private karaoke to its venues in 2010 using a local supplier’s system. 
Although the concept was popular, the software had some drawbacks, particularly when it 
came to brand fit. According to Stephen, “Our system was hard to update and looked really old. 
The song selection wasn’t amazing and how those songs were presented on the screen really 
made us look like we were stuck in the past.” For a brand-conscious organisation like Strike, 
these incongruencies with their core offering were a deal breaker, and Stephen soon went on 
the hunt for a more modern karaoke system. 

Karaoke Solutions 
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THE SOLUTION

When it came to choosing a new karaoke solution, Strike knew what was of paramount 
importance. “When we were selecting a karaoke vendor, it was really about one thing: the 
customer,” says Stephen. “Lucky Voice is so easy to use, it looks great and the song selection 
is second to none. It’s also of course a bonus that we’ve never had any downtime with the 
software.” A second consideration was the new system’s potential impact on operations - the 
staff running the karaoke facility needed to have faith in its effectiveness and efficiency. An 
employee investment at this level would see the product embedded quickly and make the 
option easier to sell. 

According to Stephen, “The software is running seamlessly and is a lot easier for our staff to 
manage than before. We love that we can set the room to finish at a certain time as opposed to 
setting timers and having the customers plead for ‘just one more song!’ We don’t have to worry 
about updating music with physical discs coming through the post - it’s all done automatically.”
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THE BENEFITS

On installation of Enterprise, the benefits to Strike were noticeable almost immediately. “Lucky 
Voice addressed all of the issues we had complaints about, from music choice, ease of use 
and quality,” explains Stephen, “with further advantages to us in areas of branding, reliability 
and support.” Where brand is concerned, the system’s customisable components allow Strike 
to showcase their design assets and have customers interact with a system that looks and 
feels like their website and other consumer-facing elements. 

On reliability - a key consideration for Strike who rely on karaoke to bring in corporate and party 
package bookings that have proved incredibly popular with customers - Stephen feels the 
support he has available is top-notch. “On the rare occasion that there might be an issue, the 
Solutions team are always available to step in and act immediately. Their operations are set-up 
to support and show off their system; this professionalism made Lucky Voice an easy choice.”
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THE FUTURE

The growth in demand for packages continues to stimulate Strike’s business, so much so that 
the company is now appealing to demographic groups outside of the traditional 18-30-year-old 
sector. The children’s party market is a great example, having expanded quickly and added a 
whole new dimension to Strike’s business. 

Karaoke is key to these package deals and to overall sales, a finding that has led to a shift in 
the way Strike market their venues. Karaoke now has equal billing alongside bowling and laser 
tag on the company’s website, with subsequent sales of package deals matching predictions. 
In having faith in products not traditionally seen as core in the bowling industry and conveying 
this clearly to customers, Strike have remained at the forefront of innovation in their industry. 
We look forward to helping them grow further.


